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Lancashire Mountaineering 
Club 

 

Welcome to the Summer edition of the LMC Newsletter and once again a big 
thank you to all contributors. Since it has been possible to mix without working 
at No. 10 lots of you have been out and about doing your thing and sharing your 
adventures with us. Many congratulations to Dave Toon who has completed an 
amazing trio of rock climbs about which he has written a great article. Tim 
Greenhalgh has undertaken to revive the Tuesday evening climbing meets so 
now the days are longer contact Tim for up to date info. We have some 
interesting weekend meets coming shortly so consult your card and get 
involved. I have included details of forthcoming meets later in the newsletter, 
please have a read.  
 
 After an unfortunate incident I also have a request from Jon Ellis. If any 
members / guests intend to use the Loft and are unsure of the keypad lock code 
and key safe code that they contact the hut booking secretary to obtain them. 
 
And finally, on the 3rd June, Pete Melling will be 80 years old. Pete is not very 
well so any greetings should be sent to Pam. 
 

 

The summit ridge of Kang 
Yatze, 6400m. 

Pete was on this trip in 
1994. 
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A Scottish Flyer   ----   Jon  Ellis 

 

 

In early April Sam, Jon and Craig ( poss new 
member) had a flying mid week trip to 
Scotland for some climbing, the weather was 
sunny and dry but with a very cold wind.  
 

We did a couple of the Classic Rock routes  
 

 

 

 

Agags Groove on Rannoch Wall of 

Buachaillle Etive Mor and then 
down climbed Curved Ridge  
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We also did Cioch Nose on Sgurr A Chaorachain in Torridon  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The route climbs the right hand ridge line and 
the scramble along the summit ridge in the first 
picture. 

 

 

 

The good peg runner on pitch 3 fell out on 
clipping it! 
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Then there were three  ------------  Jim Cunningham 

Wednesday Wanderers at Cae Ysgubor  29th March – 1st April  

 

 

Seven members had agreed to 
attend this meet, but as the week 
before progressed Covid struck and 
this number gradually decreased to 
three. 

Undaunted, Jim C, Grahame and 
Dave S met on Tuesday night after a 
day of cycling and moving cookers. 
The cooking rota having 
disintegrated with the attendees, a 
corned beef hash met our needs. 

Wednesday was bright, windy and cold. A low walk from the hut seemed sensible. We walked up to 
the middle of Llyn Dinas and took the SE path through ancient woodland to Hafod Owen. This is a 
white painted stone cottage high on the fells with a backdrop of the Snowdon range - beautiful. We 
continued east to the back road close to the car park for Cnicht. A km on this led to a beautiful old 

path leading for 4 km or so to 
Nantmore. We then followed the 
river through the pass of 
Aberglaslyn back to Beddgelert. 
Dave had found this route on his 
phone and it was an interesting 
variation on our traditional route 
along the top of the fell to 
Nantmore. Dave went home after 
the walk, so we were down to two.  

We rode our bikes to Rhyd Ddu in 
the evening and watched a beautiful 
sunset over the lake.A dusting of 
snow on Yr Aran on Thursday made 
this attractive. We drove to the 

new, free forest car park close to Rhyd Ddu. An excellent new path leads from here to Snowdon – we 
followed this to a height of 320 m or so, before branching east on another excellent track to the large 
old mine workings just below Yr Aran, with superb views of the Nantille and Lliwedd ridges. A path 
from the mine  
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workings leads steeply to the summit 
ridge. The views of Snowdon and the 
rocky ridge to Lliwedd are superb from 
this climb, as they are from the summit of 
Yr Aran. There are no paths marked on 
the map from Yr Aran, so we followed the 
snow dusted ridge towards Craig Wen, 
before heading down the soft grass to a 
good track leading to the road close to 
Lynn Dinas. It was a very pleasant day out 

in superb weather. In the evening we drove to Penygroes and rode the cycle route to Caernarfon in 
bright sun. As we drove back a huge storm coated the road with hail and the car refused to climb out 
of Nantille - several attempts were needed. 

A high quality meet, just short of people. 

******************************************************** 

 

 

 The Triple Crown    -----    Dave Toon 

A perfect afternoon on Thursday in April as the sun came off the central section of Malham was the 
time to end a nearly 3-year journey. I’d been close to completing the final piece of the jigsaw 3 days 
earlier only to fall off at the end of the redpoint crux, the cross through to the pocket on my final go 
of the day. I’d been devastated Tuesday morning, the questions flowed in my brain – can I get there 
again? Can I do this route? When’s it going to get wet again? Will it be too hot? Was that the 
opportunity this year? 

I kept checking the weather on Tuesday - Wednesday looked better with more cloud and Thursday 
looked full sun all day – not ideal conditions for Malham as it’s South facing! 2 days’ rest though was 
better than 1 day rest. So, I committed to going later Thursday – lazing around the catwalk and 
belaying until the sun came off The Groove – this was usually about 1700 at this time of year, I could 
put all the quickdraws in and practise a couple of moves. 
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The Groove was the final 8a+ I had to complete as part of the Triple Crown – 3 8a+’s (the best in 
Yorkshire and/or the country?) at the big 3 Yorkshire limestone crags: 

 The Groove – Malham 
 Supercool – Gordale 
 Urgent Action – Kilnsey 

I started sport climbing and specifically redpointing before the birth of my eldest in 2014. Redpointing 
is the process of practicing a route until you can lead it clean, usually on bolted sport climbs with the 
quickdraws already clipped to the bolts. This form of climbing allows you to climb at your limit – 
pushing yourself to climb increasingly pumpy and hard routes while being very safe. 

Usually, the process starts with a day trying sections of the route and doing different moves 5/6 times 
over and over. By the end of the first day, you are usually completely knackered and wonder whether 
you can climb your chosen route. Over time you refine sequences – finding easier ways to do things. 
You also get fitter on the route as the number of consecutive moves you can string together increases. 
At some point during this process, you realise that you can do the route, you’ll then decide to start 
redpointing the route. Starting from the ground and climbing to the top clipping the quickdraws as 
you go. 

This kind of climbing is obsessive and all consuming – regular trips to the same route and crag usually 
twice a week or more. Dreaming of the moves, visualising how you feel as you do each section, being 
able to describe in fine detail each hold and body position. The “process” is tough mentally and most 
people tell you it’s about the “process”/journey rather than the time you clip the chains. Getting high 
points on a redpoint and dropping moves are all part of the game. Occasionally you’ll fall lower than 
previous high points – questioning whether you can get past a certain move again. Then you have the 
normal climbers gotcha’s – too hot, wet holds, high humidity, tiredness, not strong enough, not fit 
enough. When you tie in you’ve got to forget about previous goes and focus on the now. 

My journey to the triple crown started in 2018 on Urgent Action at Kilnsey. An amazing route which 
bounces its way up the North Buttress. The line is impeccable if a bit glued & manufactured, it shares 
the end of The Thumb (8a) but is more direct, The Thumb was my first 8a. It was mid-summer and I 
consistently got through the bottom crux but fell doing the deadpoint move to a flattish crimp. I had 
a feeling I was close but could never stick this move consistently – we were due to go away on our 
holidays so was trying to cram as many sessions in as possible. Unfortunately, I never ticked it that 
year. 
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I went away knowing what I needed to do for the winter of training, come back out a bit stronger 
bouldering wise for that big move. In 2019 Kilnsey had been dry in April – Urgent Action suffers badly 
from seepage – where the holds get wet from the rain. I recall having a go a couple of weeks before 
sending it and a couple of holds had been extremely lively (wet), but I’d managed to get through the 
bottom crux and big move in a single push from the ground. Wow, it was really on this time. I just had 
to be patient and let the holds dry. 

I’d organised to go out on a Thursday evening with Nick Bamber, if I recall I’d been super close at the 
weekend dropping the last hard move on The Thumb, after which the climbing isn’t too hard (E3 to 
the top). A cooling wind was coming from the East, and it all went relatively easily as they do, bounce 
your way through the bottom, get a good rest and then a hard right hand gaston move – feet high and 
snatch into the crack out left – the first crux. Easily through the dead point to the flat crimp, skip 
clipping the bolt – the fall is safe, and it takes some energy to clip.  The roll over move, which you 
always feel like you are falling off from but never do. Then the jug before the undercuts of The Thumb.  
Left hand up – jug, roll over right hand, subtle foot placements, more undercuts, right foot to drop 
knee, skip another clip, right hand roll over and again to the glued-on hold, I pause for some reason – 
Nick shouts up “Move!”, and I pivot to the jug out left, feet come off – as they do on this move. An 
awkward move from the rest and you enter the final groove, which is horrendous on first acquaintance 
but fine once you’ve done it a couple of times. 

Gordale had always been a place I’d saved, mainly because it’s not amazing for the kids as there are a 
lot of tourists and loose rock. Neil Herbert (Nez) was keen to try Supercool, as it was one of his last 
hard routes on that bit of the crag… He’s ticked most of the other stuff! 

On first acquaintance we’d managed to suss out most of the moves, climbing with another person on 
these routes helps a lot, as you can share beta. From memory I started redpointing after only a couple 
of sessions. The climbing at Gordale suits my style a lot - technical wall climbing with a lot of options 
for feet.  

The bottom of Supercool is relatively easy, then you have a hard section of climbing to a massive hold 
and rest. Although, initially we never used it as a rest – such a silly mistake! Then some okish climbing 

Steve on Urgent Action 
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to the final redpoint crux (the hardest moves on the route when you are redpointing) – they might not 
be the hardest moves on the route, but when you are pumped, they are! 

 

High on Supercool - orange pants 

The final hard moves are 10 metres from the top – you get an old peg scar with your left hand and 
then a move to a right-hand crimp. After which you reach back left to a side pull and do some awkward 
climbing (6c+/7a) to the belay – your feet must be in the right place. Again, on first acquaintance this 
last bit feels hard, until you get a good sequence – once you’ve got that it’s relatively straight forward. 

I’d got high after only a couple of sessions – dropping the redpoint crux consistently. I’d heard from 
people that reaching down and right in to Cave Route Left Hand made it easier. However, I stuck with 
the beta that Nez and I had worked out for the top. I’d fallen consistently from my high point for a 
couple of weeks.  

I’d organised a Thursday evening to get out with Nick Bamber again! It was a beautiful July evening – 
perfect conditions with a light breeze blowing through Gordale. I went bolt to bolt putting the 
quickdraws in and looked at an alternative way to do the redpoint crux – reach right hand low to Cave 
Route Left Hand, right foot high – wow – what a foothold, reach up to the crimp – game changer. The 
move suited me perfectly – I could get locked in with a high right foot and reach the good crimp easily. 

My first redpoint of the night I flowed through the bottom section, rested well on the big hold after 
the first crux. Then floated up to the thread, which is final rest before the redpoint crux. Hips in, breath 
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and relax, flow out of this rest - undercuts, biggish moves to good layways – awkward move to 
undercuts – left hand to the peg scar, right hand to cave route left hand, right foot high, right hand to 
the flat crimp (I’ve not fallen!), left hand to layaway, pump fills my arms I try to do the next move and 
peel off. Expletives fill Gordale – the school geography lesson hears the weeks of frustration that I’ve 
had with Supercool – a new high point, damn I should have done it.  Rest for a good hour before the 
next go. Next time I get to the same point and there is no pump as I reach the left-hand side pull – I 
glide up the final headwall and clip the chains. Nez successfully redpoints Supercool at the weekend! 

Only one more of the triple crown to do. 

Nez and I then decided to have a look at The Groove – it climbs straight up the centre of Malham Cove. 
We had a couple of sessions in August – I recall it being roasting and too hot to climb on the evenings 
that we were there. We had an amazing evening when the Peregrines all came down to the catwalk 
and sat a couple of meters away. Autumn came and the route got wet. 

I vowed to come back in Spring and have a proper go – doing the triple crown in a calendar year would 
be a good effort! 

2020 was obviously the year of COVID, but before that I had injured a pulley in my left-hand training. 
Unfortunately, I knew that it was serious as the redpoint crux of The Groove is a left hand undercut. I 
was hoping that it would gradually get better, however, just before lockdown I had been climbing at 
Loup Scar and struggled to do a couple of the easier routes there as a I couldn’t pull on my left hand. 
Lock down came, and my finger got gradually better. Covid restrictions meant once lockdown had 
ended, we climbed exclusively as a family for most of the Spring so Malham wasn’t really a venue we 
could frequent with. Autumn slipped by again, and I can’t remember if it got dry! 

In 2021 I had a renewed vigour to try The Groove, I recall getting high on it on a Thursday and vowed 
to come back at the weekend. One of my other friends did it that Sunday, but for some reason I 
couldn’t make it and again the Spring seemed to pass by, and I hadn’t done it. I tried in the autumn 
but had other projects I was trying at Kilnsey and it again never seemed to be dry. 

So, The Groove, is a frustrating route – it’s the first route to get wet at Malham and the last route to 
get dry. It’s in the sun for long time, it’s long and probably the hardest of the 3 in my opinion. 

2022 I became fully focussed on ticking The Groove – to the point of getting a coach – Buster Martin 
(Kaizen Climbing), not planning on going away, and sacrificing a bit of outdoor climbing. First the coach 
– I’d toyed with the idea of getting a coach for a couple of years – I’ve always had my own training 
methods and routines which seem to work. However, some fresh impetus and ideas would never go 
a miss. We’d also usually go away in April for Easter – however, with a house extension and the best 
conditions at Malham being Easter it seemed like a sacrifice to make. With the training programme I 
also decided to sacrifice a bit of outdoor climbing, and lamping (evening climbing with torches) to have 
some additional training sessions. 

Another thing I’d learnt from previous seasons was that it was crucially important to have the top half 
of The Groove wired. The climb breaks down as this Something Stupid 7b to the roof, hard moves to 
get established in The Groove and a bridge rest on a mono and good layaway. Hardish moves to leave 
this and then a couple of strong pulls to get to a good flake, this is a good rest, and you can transfer 
right to a good rest, which has a kneebar to help – hard 7c+/8a to here alone! Then off balance 
climbing and resistant climbing to a flake, you end up holding this 3 times. Then it’s the start of the 
redpoint crux, goodish holds, an awkward clip, and high left hand undercut, feet high - grozzly crimp, 
left hand gaston – reach to a slot, feet up, left hand out – undercut, then a powerful slow cross through 
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with your right hand. Rest here and one more hard compression move to a left-hand side pull, and 
then good feet and hands follow. 10 more moves to the top! 

Better tactics where due to this year, so I vowed to get the top absolutely dialled before attempting 
from the bottom. We had a dry start to the year, so the bottom half was dry on our first couple of 
sessions. So, I started going from the bottom – I managed to get a high point. I’ve always found the 
first half hard and only done it a couple of times. Then the rain came, and the bottom half got wet. 

This forced us back to lowering in from the mid height ledge and top roping the top half. I felt good on 
my first session back. After a couple of sessions, I was consistently doing the top half every time, 
lowering back down and then re-doing it. I dropped lower down the groove as it got drier and drier – 
one Friday I had an amazing session doing the top half easily. 

I came back on Sunday with high hope that it would have dried back, alas once I had a arrived the tufa 
in the roof was soaked wet through – it had been dry on Friday. I lazed around the catwalk for a couple 
of hours contemplating what to do. Keep on the top half, keep it in your brain. 

The tufa stayed wet for the remainder of the week; the bank holiday weekend was prime sending time 
as I was there every other day. Saturday, I arrived, and the tufa was still wet! It had been sunny but 
not windy, which is crucial to drying underneath the roof. I decided that I’d pull through the bottom 
since it was still wet and trying to lead it from here to the top. Wow, I got all the way through from 
the bottom of the groove to the top, missing only 4 moves due to the wet tufa. It was on! 

I managed to get a partner – Anna who was also on The Groove for Monday and had been told by Kate 
that the tufa was dry on Sunday. I felt in a good place, I knew I could do the moves and felt quietly 
confident. It was a cloudy day, but the sun was winning at times! We organised the quickdraws – 
dropping in from the top and placing them in the top half of the route. 

My 3rd go was my best go of the day - I had got into the groove but had numb throbbing pain in my 
left ankle which I injured a couple of years back, I had to leave quickly as my ankle was hurting. I 
managed to get to the mid height rest and thought about saying take, somehow the pain ebbed away, 
I felt tired on the rest, no expectations as to where I’d get. To my surprise I flowed through the 2nd 
half, I had to go twice for the high slot – keep moving one more move – pump was flowing through 
my arms. Reach out left to the undercut, just a roll under to a rest. Squeeze with the left hand, I can’t 
squeeze – too much pump – right foot – keep moving, right hand under – I’m airborne!  

Anna subsequently cruised the route on her 3rd redpoint – impressive to watch as she nearly fell from 
high on the route. 

As I lowered in to put the clips in, the sun was fully on the wall, I warmed up by doing the crux section 
and then the final compression moves. I tried a couple of other moves and ensured that I felt secure 
on them. Nez put the quick draws in the bottom of Something Stupid. The sun came off the face and 
I tied in, put my kneepad on, liquid chalk on my hands, breath in & out, calm, focus on the now. 

Everything flowed fine up Something Stupid – try hard as you get established in the groove. I felt a bit 
of flash pump in my right arm, breath and relax. Continue through the groove – try hard where you 
need to. Knee bar rest and straight arms – look around appreciate the beauty of these places we climb.  
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Leaving the first rest on The Groove 

I look up the quickdraw which is hard to clip – it’s turned somehow – that’s the last thing I need. What 
to do? You can climb and sort it out.  

Out of the rest, over pulling a bit on some holds and not climbing as efficiently as I hoped. I hit the 
flake, I gauge the pump in my arms, I feel fine – just like the top rope goes, focus on the next moves. I 
get to the hard clip spin it once and slot the rope in – not ideal but I feel ok. Get the slot easily this 
time, keep breathing and slow down – roll under and rest. One more hard move, focus. Compress, 
then left foot up, reach left hand, you’re in now. I realise I’ve done it now – I’ve about 10 more moves 
to do before clipping the chains, better feet and hands are coming, I climb this bit badly, but it doesn’t 
matter. I clip the chains, silence then a shout of joy! 

As I lower off, I notice that the quickdraw that I’d spun had gone around 3 times. So, any fall would 
have been rather longer as it might have unclipped! It’s weird that you don’t see these things when 
you are totally focused on the climbing. 

Alas I didn’t do them in a calendar year, but the journey & process was good all the same. On to the 
next projects! 
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The Wainwright Way                                       Bernard Smith. 

 

Back in the mists of time it was decided to 
add interest to Wednesday walks by linking 
them together into a longer “Way”. We 
started with the Rossendale Way back in 
2008 and the tradition has been carried on 
by Chris Walker and then Mary Ledwick. 
Many “Ways” have been explored and this 
year it is the turn of the Wainwright Way. It 
starts in Blackburn, the great man’s 
birthplace, and ends in Buttermere, close to 
Haystacks where his ashes were scattered. 

 On the 6th April eleven members did the 
first stage. We met in Whalley, took the bus 
to Blackburn, and walked back to our cars. 

The route goes from the railway station through Audley, past the terraced house 
where he was born, then leaves the town by the towpath of the Leeds and 
Liverpool canal. We then climbed away from the canal and eventually dropped 
down to Dean Clough reservoir, a beautiful spot on a sunny day which this was 
not. We worked our way by a series of field paths to Whalley Nab where a bridle 
path leads steeply down into Whalley. The Swan Inn then catered for our various 
tastes whether a pint or a cuppa. 

 

 

The W.W. are currently 
about halfway to 
Buttermere and I am 
hoping for a full 
account on completion.
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Gin and Bacon butties – who could ask for more? 

Well maybe not together! 

Late April saw some 10 members “tempted” by the above invite to help finish off the 
decorating at CY. This had been started earlier in the year by LMC and RR – leaving only the 
lounge/kitchen room to do. 

Pete C provided a tower platform for one day – it 
had to be back on site early next day. This provided 
an ideal platform to reach the ceiling and Josie 
spent the day aloft  - happily painting away. She 
was eventually allowed down in late afternoon. She 
and Steve Lyon co-ordinated their work – Steve 
staying closer to ground level – so that by the end 
of day 2 all was finished – what a pair of painters! 

The weather was kind to us allowing all the 
furniture to be moved outside giving clear runs at all four walls. It also allowed painting of the 
exterior rendered wall and finishing off the window frames. John Cairns and Bernard worked 
hard to finish these. 

Pipework which had been destroyed by recent vermin attack on the water system was 
expertly boxed in by Kev Massey who then moved on to heavy duty carpentry installing a new 
floor in shed 2. 

John C as well as feeding Roger Finn painted 2 coats of masonry paint and then showed his 
skill with the chainsaw making short work of those old telegraph poles – ready for Nov 5th? 

He went home with the same number of fingers as when he 
arrived. Roger F used his Polyfilla accreditation to fill in 
numerous holes before painting – sadly some of these were 
the screw holes needed for rehanging pictures and maps! 
Nigel is intent on improving the performance of the ASHP 
and has created an artistic series of holes in the rear of the 
shed which with some adaptation could become a giant 
“Connect Four” board. 

Richard spent a considerable time creosoting the external railings – some of which need 
replacing (not the bits R treated!). More bonfire wood!   

Our new cooker to replace the one that kept tripping out the electrics arrived and was 
installed. Bacon butties and copious amounts of tea and coffee were provided by Norma with 
mid-session cake from J and N. 

The gin? 6 O’clock and with the sun over the yardarm time for a little (?) aperitif before 
adjourning to the welcoming as ever Tanronnen Inn. All in all a very productive 2 days. Thanks 
to all concerned.            Chris Walker. 
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Crossword for LMC        by Sue Furness 
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Across: 

4. Dale at the head of the Upper Eden Valley (11) 

7. Food fish (4)  

8. Overlooking Derwent water – useful for mice 
(8) 

9. Ability to stay the course (7) 

10. Priest in ancient Celtic religion  (7) 

12. A bit of a step (5) 

14. Country homes in Russia (7) 

16. Something Wanderers may do on a 
Wednesday (8) 

17.Soft cheese (4) 

18. European country with 4 official languages 
(11)  

Down: 

1. Gaelic name for Scotland (4) 

2. Fires lit on top of hills (7) 

3. Archipelago  off Eastern Spain --- Islands 
(8) 

4.Huge or having many peaks (11) 

5. Badger’s home (4) 

6. Went from place to place seeking pleasure 
or entertainment  (11) 

11. A fortress above the River Tees, good for 
eyesight check ----- Castle  (7).  

13. Liveliness of mind or spirit  (6) 

15. Central American cereal plant(5) 

17. Opposite to  4 (4) 
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Answers to the Spring Crossword 

Across: (1)Cae Ysgubor, (6)Daffodill, (8)Rope, (9)(21)Nant Ffrancon, (10)Idyllic, (12)Ass, 
(13)Par, (14)Rig, (15)Rannoch, (16)Ives, (19)Beef, (22)Cautley Spout. 

Down: (1)Chain, (2)Enfants, (3)Side, (4)Our, (5)Spring, (7)Lodore, (11)Epic, (12)Agate, 
(14)Raven, (17)Shoyu, (18)Pray, (20)Flu. 

 

 

Forthcoming Meets 
 

The Wasdale Meet this year is from 17th to 19th June.  
Co-ordinator:     Jason Whiteley. 

Location is HERE<https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Nether+Wasdale,+Seascale/@54.424426,-
3.3518577,17z/data=!4m13!1m7!3m6!1s0x487cc923e7877b81:0x50cf99eed6cc030!2sNether+Wasd
ale,+Seascale!3b1!8m2!3d54.424426!4d-
3.349669!3m4!1s0x487cc923e7877b81:0x50cf99eed6cc030!8m2!3d54.424426!4d-3.349669>. 

In order to secure your pitch you are best advised to book NOW as space is filling up. Book by 
telephoning 01946 726252 or booking online at the web address below. Please mention that you are 
from the Lancashire Mountaineering Club (Please use full name rather than the LMS acronym) and 
reference Alex as he knows we are booking. 

For those members that are new to the club, or people thinking of joining us, this is a fantastic meet 
to go on. The choice of climbs and/or walks to do is endless and the meet is as much about socializing 
as it is about doing mountain things. 

This is also a family-friendly meet and there is lots to do in the area with children. 

http://www.churchstile.co.uk 

The campsite books up very quickly so please do this soon or you will miss out! It is very important for 
the Club's continued use of this venue that people do not turn up without booking in advance, and on 
arrival book in at the office before driving onto the site. If the office is closed due to late arrival, please 
book in at the house to the right. 

The campsite also hire fire pits out if you would like to have a barbecue. 
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Tour de Mont Blanc   29th June 

Co-ordinator:   Mark Braithwaite. 07899845220. 

Hi, I am planning this magnificent walk which circumnavigates the massif de Mont Blanc, travelling 
through three countries – France, Switzerland, and Italy. There are some variations possible on the 
walk with options from 7 to 12 days. I am thinking off the 8 day variant. 

On the meets card, I just said ‘July’ without being more specific but currently I am looking at starting 
on the weekend of 29 June. The walk is very popular and will be busier this year I think since the whole 
of Europe came out of the various lockdowns. It is possible to use huts on the walk or to camp or even 
to pay lots of money to have all your gear transported…but because of the anticipated busy huts I am 
proposing to ‘backpack’ i.e to carry lightweight tents, sleeping bags etc. There are several points to 
replenish food stocks and it is sometimes possible to eat in huts even if not sleeping in them. ‘Sleeping 
in huts’ I have found is often tricky due to snorts, snores, f**rts and generally noisy roommates…I 
would like to limit the numbers to 6 or 8 as it might become unmanageable with more. I have had 
interest from several people already, including two of our members from the USA. 

So let me know if you are interested as soon as you are able. You will be able to find more general info 
on the web. 

 

Borrowdale Family Meet 8th - 10th July 
Co-ordinator:        Eamon Hanlon 07887 942516 

Following on quickly from the Wasdale meet in June, we have another family meet in the calendar at 
Borrowdale over the weekend of 8th - 10th July. I have booked a tent for myself, Liz, Courtney and 
Maddison at Hollows Farm camp site in the Woodlands Field for Friday 8th and Saturday 9th July. The 
camp site is operating a bookings only policy so you will have to call and book in advance. Laura will 
try to group LMC members together (http://www.hollowsfarm.co.uk/?a=campsites - tel: 01768 
777298). There is other accommodation available 
at Hollows Farm including self catering, B&B, 
glamping pods and parking for camper vans. BBQ's 
are permitted. There are a couple of pubs close by 
for food and option to BBQ at the camp site also. 

The itinerary is "flexible" but will be similar to the 
Wasdale meet e.g. I'll look to plan a family friendly 
walk for the Saturday (younger members breezed 
up Scafell last year!) with woodlands and rivers to 
explore on the Sunday. As you'll know, there are 
also lots of options for climbing, scrambling and 
longer outings nearby, I'm sure there is something for everyone. If you are interested in coming along, 
please let me know and I'll try to co-ordinate arrangements.   
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Kalymnos Meet—September29th---October13th 
 
Co-ordinator:   Dave Sudell 
 
As listed on this year's meets card, I'm down for a Kalymnos meet in October. For 
those who have been before, you will know the score 😁 for those new to the island, 
prepare for a taste of paradise😎. The climbing is primarily sports climbing of all 
grades on well-maintained routes. For those not seeking rock there are lots of lovely 
beaches for swimming in warm seas, with tavernas for lunch and refreshment after a 
hard day on the rock or sunbed.  
 
This year Julie and I have booked an inclusive package with Jet 2 Holidays i.e return 
flights to Kos from Manchester/ transfers Kos-Kalymnos/self-catering accommodation. 
This should just leave us the task of booking a hire car for use on the island. The dates 
we have booked are September 29th - October 13th inclusive.  
 
In past years we have booked flight only to Kos with Jet 2 and then booked 
accommodation/hire car etc vis the web and we have never experienced problems 
with the flight only option. I've attached a copy of our 2019 plan, this will give an idea 
of the necessary arrangements and costs which have not changed all that much. (see 
Dave’s e-mail) 
 
This is a do-it-yourself meet i.e. I will not be making any arrangements on behalf of 
members, but I do have lots of info from our previous visits and I'm quite happy to 
share this.  
 
There are many websites e.g.  Climbing – Climb Kalymnos 
 
Hope to see you in October. 
 
 
 
 

 

Other meets with no information:  July:  Loft weekend, Scottish weekend, Cae Ysgubor Weekend. 

                                              August:  Loft weekend, Pembroke Camp, CY weekend. 

                                                              Sept: CY Nepal Trek reunion, Cairngorms weekend, NW Scotland. 

See your Membership Card. 

 

********************************************************************************** 
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Some people have all the luck!   -----  Dave & Julie Sudell 

 

Yes, folks and at last year's LMC dinner it was our turn! Julie won the raffle prize of a 
three night stay at Mark and Janette's barn at Howe Farm in Coniston and we had 
chosen our dates to follow on from my birthday in late April. On the Monday we made 
a detour on our journey to Coniston for our first ever visit to Walney Island and the 
excellent nature reserve at the south end of the island, quite a surprise that its six 
miles south from Barrow. We had a lovely quiet afternoon walking around the reserve, 
must return again some time. The weather had been dry and fine for a couple of weeks 
and the crags around Coniston were in perfect condition for some scrambling. So, 
Tuesday we decided on Low Water Beck, grade 3*** and Brim Fell, grade 2** making 
for 1400 ft of vertical height. After walking from Coniston via Coppermines valley up to 
the Pudding Stone as a 'warm up' we ascended the right-hand side of the beck on a 
reasonably well trodden route, taking care to follow the detailed description of the 
guide book. Some delightful scrambling with a couple of exposed moves soon had us 
sitting by Low Water having 'elevenses' with satisfied smiles on our faces. We then 
traversed round the north side of the tarn to a small stream where we found the start 
of our second route. This again had signs of previous ascents but not as obvious as 
those on Low Water Beck. The guide book came in handy again and we enjoyed more 
delightful scrambling on some good, dry and clean rock. The final part being up a dry 
gully and then onto rocks for a push onto the summit of Brim Fell, where we had our 
lunch sheltering by the cairn from a chilly breeze from the east. There were quite a few 
walkers about on the tops enjoying such a fine day. Our route then continued to Levers 
Haws and down to Levers Water, the Pudding Stone and Coppermines Valley, 
conveniently ending at the Sun in Coniston. We 'taste tested' the Loweswater Gold 
and can recommend it! A grand day out indeed, seven miles and 2500 ft of ascent on 
a perfect day. On Wednesday, we decided to have an alternative WW, and along with 
Mark took on the classic scramble of Dow Crag i.e. Easy Terrace and its continuation, 
grade 3s*. Surely this deserves more stars, it's a cracker! Dry rock, sheltered from the 
wind, magnificent exposure and no one else on the crag. An excellent day with a 'walk 
in the crowds' back over Coniston Old Man and down to the car on the Walner Scar 
road. Five miles and 2200 ft of ascent. You guessed it, we called at the Sun in Coniston 
for a second opinion on the Loweswater Gold and it was even better than yesterdays. 
Thursday was our homeward bound day, but not before breakfast at Harry's in Low 
Newton, a visit to see the magnificent bluebells in the woods above the Winster Valley 
and finally a walk around Foulshaw nature reserve. Many, many thanks to the LMC 
for four 'Grand Day's Out' and of course to Mark and Jeanette for donating such a 
generous prize for the LMC Dinner raffle. 
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CONISTON LMC MEET 
13-16TH MAY 22 

 

18 LMC members plus a visiting French couple congregated in Coniston for a mid-May meet 
involving kayaking, walking and scrambling, all taking place in good sunny weather. 

 

Thursday evening saw an advance party arrive at Howe Farm, so plans were made over a curry to 
kayak the Brathay and Rothay rivers on the Friday. Despite there being only just enough water, a full 
trip was completed, without any swimming, and finishing in Lake Windermere and fine tea & Cakes 
in Skelwith Bridge. 

 

Saturday saw a further river trip for paddlers with a journey from Coniston Water down the Crake as 
far as Greenodd, and the tidal Leven estuary. Again with only just enough water but with no capsizes 
despite the grade 2 rapids at Spark Bridge. Non paddlers enjoyed a walk up the fells around 
Coppermines valley. 

 

A social BBQ was enjoyed in warm 
and sunny weather on Saturday 
evening, with a late finish for 
some ….. but despite this we had 
a first class mountain day on 
Sunday. 7 members walked up to 
Goats water, then scrambled up 
various routes on Dow Crag- 
including the grade 3* 
inaccurately named “Easy 
Terrace”. This involves a gully 
scramble start, with a very 
exposed, but easier scramble to a 
direct finish on Dow Crag ridge. 
Then a traverse of the Old Man, 
finishing in “The Sun.” 

 

Thanks to all who attended.        Mark Braithwaite 

PS.  Thanks to Mark & Janette for hosting the meet. 


